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Control Column U-Joint Wear

Note: You must have the assistance of a licensed AMT (A&P mechanic) to

complete this procedure. A logbook entry is required.

Description: It has come to our attention that the universal joint (u-joint) at the

forward end of the control column may have excessive play or wear that must be

addressed. The following procedure will help identify the problem.

With the top glareshield covers removed, grab the aileron pulley on the forward

end of the control column (This is the large pulley controlling the aileron cables).

At the same time, turn the pilot’s control wheel back and forth slightly, holding the

pulley from moving, and note any play in the u-joint. If there is any play, conditions

may exist that will cause a catastrophic failure of the aileron control system. Note:

The elevator control may not be affected.

Procedure: If the wear, or “play”, is excessive, the u-joint may need to be

replaced. Get your mechanic to determine if the wear is out of limits. The original

u-joint had no play at all when new and movement was smooth and precise so a

replacement u-joint may be in your future. Finding a replacement may be a bit of

a challenge as the original part number was UJ-388 from the Apex Machine and

Tool Company in Dayton, Ohio. Below is the original Republic drawing:

U-Joint on the forward end of control column
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A search on the Internet will list a myriad of suppliers. They may be a little pricey

but it’s a small price to pay.

Procedure:

In order to replace the u-joint the inner control torque rod must be removed from

the outer control column push-pull tube:

COLUMN REMOVAL

� Remove the copilot’s control wheel assembly.

� Remove the dust cover fairing on pilot’s control wheel yoke.

� Unsafety and disconnect the chain on the pilot’s side of control yoke and clear

the sprocket on the torque shaft assembly.

� Remove three (3) AN502-416-8 Fillister head screws that secure yoke to push-

pull tube.

� Remove yoke and pilot’s control wheel assembly.

� Remove two (2) ¼” clevis head bolts (AN24) at forward end of push-pull tube.

� Remove bolt through aileron pulley and discard the hardware (throw them

away!)

� Remove pulley from torque tube. The aileron cables can remain connected.

� Pull the push-pull tube aft, toward the tail, to disconnect it from the aileron

bearing.

� Remove push-pull tube assembly by pulling it forward through instrument panel.

Original Republic drawing of Column U-Joint
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Note: This is a great time to inspect the chain for wear. Clean the chain

thoroughly with mineral spirits. The chain should not have any movement in

the individual links when pulled lengthwise. Check for excessive wear on the

links where the sprockets mate with the chain. If all is well, lubricate the

chain by soaking it in oil. If replacement is necessary, the chain and links are

available from a number of suppliers. (i.e.: McMaster-Carr.com)

Once the control column is removed, take it to the workbench to remove

the U-joint. The inner torque tube must be removed:

Torque Tube Removal:

� Mark the sprocket and square drive with a Sharpie to aid in installation

later

� Remove the 1/16” roll pin (music wire) that is installed diagonally through

the square drive. A pair of vise grips and/or a 1/16 punch may be

necessary.

� Remove the inner torque tube from the outer push-pull tube.

� Drill out rivets holding the U-joint in place.

� Remove the U-joint

Control Arm cover removed showing turnbuckle and chain.
Safety wire removed.

Turnbuckle and chain safety wire installed.
THIS IS REQUIRED!
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Install the new U-joint and drill torque tube end for the new rivets. Be sure the new

u-joint pivot pins are in line with the bolt holes on the forward end of the push-pull

tube. The aileron pulley end must also be drilled for the AN4-16A bolt. Make sure

the pulley orientation and dimensions on the U-joint is the same as when it was

removed! It appears that the aileron pulley bolt is in line with the u-joint pivot.

Rivets to be removed. Use AD rivets!
Note alignment of u-joint with pivot bolt holes

Torque tube end with sprocket. Note 1/16“ roll pin.
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Warning: Make sure the pivot point of the U-joint (where the U-joint block pins are)

is inline with the two boltholes on the forward end of the outer push-pull tube! If

not, there will be premature wear of the U-joint. Also make sure the aileron pulley

is in the same location as when it was removed. The old U-joint can be used as a

pattern.

Side note: This may be a good time to replace the phenolic Control

Wheel Tube Bearing (RPN 1163) that supports the Tube. There is

Teflon replacement bearings available that make the Control Tube

slide effortlessly through the instrument panel. No lubrication is

needed nor wanted. You should also polish the push-pull tube to a

mirror finish that will reduce the effort required to pull the controls aft

plus, it really looks good when you are done.

Teflon Control Tube Bearing

Orientation of aileron pulley bolt hole
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Reassembly

� Install the torque tube into the outer control column tube

� Install the gear on the aft end of the torque tube

� Make sure the alignment is the same prior to removal (align Sharpie marks)

� Push the gear all the way down and install 1/16” pin (music wire) diagonally

through existing holes to lock the gear in place. Leave about 3/16” protruding

from each side of the square drive

� Install completed assembly through instrument panel from the front

� Insert forward end of assembly through the vertical control column (attached

to the floor)

� Install aileron pulley using new AN4 hardware (bolt-washer-pulley-washer-nut)

� Install yoke to control column and fasten with three bolts previously removed

� Safety three bolts in place (.032” safety wire)

� Install control chain and safety turnbuckle (.025” safety wire). Be sure the

turnbuckle does not interfere with any part of the control arm in both left and

right directions.

� Check ailerons for alignment and smooth travel. Readjust chain if necessary.

� Install trim cover on pilot’s control wheel. Install copilot’s control wheel

� Make a logbook entry and have a safe flight!

Below is a photo of the completed installation. Notice how the two bolts are in

alignment with the U-joint pivot pins.

Original Republic drawing of Control Tube Bearing
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Conclusion:

Hopefully you will find your U-joint in good shape. If not, this procedure will save

your day. Just remember what a well-respected mechanic once said, “ You can

never have too much lubrication.” Lubricate everything liberally prior to

installation. Grease can be used on the inside of the aileron pulley and the U-joint

part that slides into the pulley. Oil on everything else.

Control Tube shown in place. Three bolts will allow removal of Control Tube.
USE A NEW NYLON LOCKNUT ON THE AILERON PULLEY!


